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We present experimental results of the effect of the hopper angle on the clogging of grains discharged from a
two-dimensional silo under gravity action. We observe that the probability of clogging can be reduced by three
orders of magnitude by increasing the hopper angle. In addition, we find that for very large hopper angles, the
avalanche size (〈s〉) grows with the outlet size (D) stepwise, in contrast to the case of a flat-bottom silo for which
〈s〉 grows smoothly with D. This surprising effect is originated from the static equilibrium requirement imposed
by the hopper geometry to the arch that arrests the flow. The hopper angle sets the bounds of the possible angles
of the vectors connecting consecutive beads in the arch. As a consequence, only a small and specific portion of
the arches that jam a flat-bottom silo can survive in hoppers.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.99.032901
I. INTRODUCTION
The flow of systems composed by discrete particles is in-
trinsically complex yet several constitutive relations have been
proved to describe it rather accurately. Nevertheless, when
the particles are strongly confined and the boundaries effect
becomes dominant, the problem turns out to be extremely
complicated and our understanding about it is very limited.
An example of this instance is the phenomenon of clogging in
bottlenecks, which can be seen as a sudden transition from a
flowing state to an arrested state caused by the formation of a
structure near the neck that stops the flow.
In active systems, clogs might be shattered by the internal
energy of the particles, then leading to an intermittent flow as
in the case of active grains [1], sheep flocks [2], or pedestrian
crowds [3,4]. This intermittency can also be found in systems
of passive elements such as microparticles [5–8], droplets
[9,10], or even granular matter [11], where external pertur-
bations (such as pressure gradients or vibrations) trigger the
recovery of the flow. Nevertheless, for the case of inert grains
in a silo, if no external perturbation is applied, a clogging
arch would persist forever [12–17]. For this reason, despite
its apparent simplicity, static silo configurations are ideal to
study the process of clogging.
Among the works dealing with the silo clogging problem,
only a few have detected that the hopper angle has some
influence [12,18–20], but the role of this parameter has never
been systematically studied. Yet, given the influence of the
hopper angle on the silo flow properties [21–25] and the
intriguing avalanche distributions documented for anisometric
wedge hoppers [26], it seems reasonable to investigate the
way in which clogging is affected by the hopper angle.
In this work, we experimentally analyze the effect of the
hopper angle in the clogging process of inert grains discharged
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from a silo. Surprisingly, we find a strong dependence of clog-
ging probability on this parameter that, to our knowledge, has
gone ignored in previous studies. From our detailed analysis
of the arch properties, an explanation of this dependence is
provided based on geometrical arguments.
II. THE EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup is similar to the silo implemented
in [27,28] except that three other hopper-like geometries (see
Fig. 1) have been used besides the flat bottom silo. The silo,
which was built in a quasi-two-dimensional fashion, consists
of two 10 mm thick parallel glass sheets. The walls and bottom
are 1 mm thick movable stainless steel pieces sandwiched
between the glasses. These pieces have been supplemented
with thin aluminum foil tape in such a way that the particles,
AISI 420 stainless steel spheres of d = 1 mm diameter, fit
inside the reservoir and arrange in a single layer. The shape
and position of the lateral and bottom walls determine the
silo size (which is always 750 mm high and 280 mm wide)
and the bottleneck geometry. The latter is characterized by
β, the angle between the horizontal and the hopper bottom
(see Fig. 1). In this work, four different values of β have been
investigated. The other explored parameter is the outlet size D,
the length of the narrowest passage position along the neck as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that the geometry of the bottleneck
is designed in such a way that the width increases below the
orifice (the narrowest point in the neck), hence preventing the
emergence of clogs along the outlet. In previous works, we
checked that these clogs were rare, but possible, if the neck
was straight. The experimental setup is complemented with a
top hopper to fill the silo; a bucket on a balance to gather the
material and register the mass of each avalanche; a camera
and a rear LED panel to take high contrast pictures of the
arches; and an air blower placed below the orifice to unclog
the system.
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FIG. 1. (a) Photograph of the experimental setup with (b) a zoom
of the outlet region. Also we show four typical arches formed in (c) a
flat-bottom silo (β = 0◦); (d) a hopper with β = 45◦; (e) a hopper
with β = 60◦; and (f) a hopper with β = 80◦.
The experimental procedure is as follows. First the silo is
filled from the top and we wait until an arch clogs the outlet.
Next, the balance is tared. Then, the blower is turned on during
half second and the air jet destroys the arch, hence restarting
the flow. When a new arch eventually clogs the system again,
the event is detected by the balance as the readout suddenly
stops increasing. Then, the avalanche weight is obtained and
converted to avalanche size s (in number of grains) using the
weight of a single particle. Finally, the camera takes a pho-
tograph of the arch, and the blower triggers a new avalanche.
This automated process is monitorized with a PC and can be
repeated as many times as required; typically 3000 times for
each experimental condition to ensure sufficient statistics.
From the photographs taken by the camera, we identify all
the particles in the arch using the image processing codes (in
Matlab) developed in Ref. [28]. For the case of a flat bottom
silo, only the particles belonging to the arch structure were
considered, excluding those conforming the base. In particu-
lar, in this work we have computed the number of beads of
each arch n, the vector angle θ among every two consecutive
beads in the arch, and the arch size in the horizontal direction
or arch span, l . In order to define θ , we consider the vectors
joining the centers of the particles of the arch, from left to
right, and we calculate the angle with respect to the horizontal.
In this way, θ1 accounts for the vector angle between the first
FIG. 2. Mean avalanche size 〈s〉 versus the outlet size D (rescaled
by the particle size d) for different hopper angles β as indicated in the
legend. The error bars, indicating the 95% confidence interval of the
values obtained, are of around the symbols size. Note the logarithmic
scale on the vertical axis.
and second particle (see Fig. 1), θ2 for the angle between the
second and third particle, and so on up to θn−1. The arch size
is measured in the horizontal direction as this is the relevant
dimension concerning clogging. In this sense, the arch span
(l) is defined as the horizontal distance between the borders of
the arch (Fig. 1). In practice, l is calculated as the horizontal
distance between the centers of the outermost particles, plus
one particle diameter.
III. RESULTS
Let us start by introducing the outcomes of the avalanche
sizes for each experimental condition investigated in this
work. As we know (and we have checked) that the
avalanche size distribution is a decaying exponential, the
mean avalanche size (〈s〉) can be used as the parameter that
characterizes it. In Fig. 2 we show 〈s〉 versus D/d (the outlet
size rescaled by the particle diameter) for the four hopper
angles β investigated in this work. Intriguingly, there is a qual-
itative difference between the outcomes for the flat-bottom
silo (β = 0◦) and the β = 80◦ hopper. The flat-bottom silo
exhibits a smooth dependence on 〈s〉 with D/d , while the
β = 80◦ hopper displays a growth in steps. Quantitatively, the
introduction of the hopper geometry leads to an increase of
the mean avalanche size that is rather small for β = 45◦, but
becomes more pronounced as the hopper angle grows. Also, it
can be observed that the differences among the curves increase
with the outlet size, reaching almost three orders of magnitude
(from 〈s〉 ≈ 102 to 〈s〉 ≈ 105) between the flat-bottom silo and
the β = 80◦ hopper when D/d ≈ 4.
Aiming for a better understanding of these interesting
features, we investigated the properties of the clogging arches.
We started by looking at the number of beads conforming the
arches. In Fig. 3(a) we report the average number of beads
〈n〉 of all the clogging arches obtained for every experimental
condition. Remarkably, whereas for β = 0◦ the growth of
〈n〉 is smooth, the dependence becomes more discretized
as β increases. Indeed, for β = 80◦ the average number of
beads is 〈n〉 ≈ 2 for D/d < 2, 〈n〉 ≈ 3 for 2 < D/d < 3, and
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FIG. 3. (a) Average number of particles that form the arches
depending on the outlet-to-particle diameter ratio D/d for the four
values of β explored in this work as indicated in the legend. The error
bars, indicating the 95% confidence interval of the values obtained,
are of around the symbols size. (b)–(e) Bar diagrams illustrating
the percentage of clogging arches formed by n beads for each
experimental condition. The colors correspond to different values of
n, as indicated in the legend.
〈n〉 ≈ 4 for 3 < D/d < 4. For β = 60◦ a reminiscence of
this discretization is observed; a feature that is virtually lost
for β = 45◦. Going a step further, we have calculated the
fraction of arches with different number of beads for each case
(Figs. 3(b)–3(e). Clearly, in the flat-bottom silo (Fig. 3(b)) the
arches that clog a given outlet size are rather heterogeneous
in the sense that they can be composed of different number
of beads. On the contrary, for the β = 80◦ hopper (Fig. 3(e)),
almost the only arches that develop for each outlet size are
those where the number of beads is equal to the value obtained
by rounding D/d upwards.
The results of Fig. 3 can be seen as if increasing the
hopper angle leads to a screening of the arches that can be
formed above the orifice. This spontaneous mechanism for
selecting clogging arches allows us to study the probability
of arch formation as a function of the number of beads in
them, pcn. In analogy with the definition of the probability
of clogging (pc) [29], pcn is defined as the probability that
an arch of n particles clogs the outlet. The outcomes for the
different outlet sizes and hopper angles are shown in Fig. 4.
Clearly, for a flat-bottom silo, the probabilities of forming
arches of 3, 4, 5 . . . particles show a smooth decreasing trend
with D/d . Also, as expected from our findings of Fig. 3, in this
geometry the contribution to the total probability of clogging
for each D/d is shared among arches of different number
of particles. Oppositely, in a β = 80◦ hopper, the clogging
FIG. 4. Probability of clogging pc versus the outlet size for the
four hopper angles explored in this work. Empty squares account
for the probability that the orifice gets clogged by any kind of arch
whereas the other symbols correspond to pcn, the probability that the
orifice gets clogged by an arch of n particles. Note the logarithmic
scale on the vertical axes.
probability practically coincides with pc2 for D/d < 2, pc3
for 2 < D/d < 3, and pc4 when 3 < D/d < 4. Interestingly,
the values of pcn remain rather constant for the whole range
of D/d (yet a weak dependence is perceived). Again, this
result evidences that only a small fraction of the arches that
form in a flat-bottom silo is permitted when implementing
the β = 80◦ hopper. This arch selection is clearly behind the
increase of the mean avalanche size observed in Fig. 2 (as
the number of allowed clogging arches is reduced) and the
step-wise dependence of this parameter on D/d .
In order to unveil the reasons behind the hopper effect on
clogging, we have analyzed the geometry of all the arches
by looking at the vector angles, θ , that every two consecutive
particles of the arch make with the horizontal. The probability
density functions of θ obtained for the different outlet sizes
and hopper angles are reported in Fig. 5. Undoubtedly, the
hopper angle is the parameter that determines the distribution
of θ whereas the outlet size has a negligible effect. The first
salient feature of Fig. 5 is the existence of some peaks at
values of θ that depend on the hopper angle (at θ = 60◦
for β = 0◦, θ = 15◦ for β = 45◦, and θ = 0◦ for β = 60◦),
a feature that might be related with crystallization effects.
More importantly, we observe that the distributions become
narrower as the hopper angle increases. In other words,
the hopper geometry prevents the formation of arches with
particle arrangements of very large |θ |. This feature can be
understood by a geometrical argument. Assuming friction-
less particles (which can be experimentally approached using
hydrogel spheres [10,30]) in a β = 80◦ hopper, the angle
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FIG. 5. Probability density functions (pdf) of the vector angle
θ that every two consecutive particles make with the horizontal, as
defined in Fig. 2(a). Results are presented for the four hopper angles
investigated in this work and different outlet sizes as indicated in
legends. Dashed lines indicate the limit values of θ that would be
possible for frictionless grains. Note the logarithmic scale on the
vertical axes.
θ1 formed by the first two particles (starting from the left)
would necessarily be smaller or equal to 10 degrees (90◦ − β).
Otherwise, the leftmost particle of the arch would be hanging
below the line that is perpendicular to the hopper and reaches
the second particle. This arrangement is intrinsically unstable
unless there is friction, and was called a defect in a previous
work [28]. In the same way, if we want to prevent the existence
of these defects in the arch, θ2 (the angle formed by the second
and third particle) has to fulfill the condition of being smaller
or equal to θ1. This requirement was originally suggested in
[12] to preserve the arch convexity in the proposed restricted
random walk model. Therefore, considering the geometrical
constraints introduced by the hopper boundaries on the angles
that can subtend the particles in contact with them, we can
rewrite the angular restriction in [12] as
(90◦ − β )  θ1  θ2  θ3  . . .  θn−1  −(90◦ − β ).
(1)
Thus, the distributions of θ for an hypothetical frictionless
granular sample should be restricted to values comprised
between 90◦ − β and −(90◦ − β ); i.e., 10◦  θ  −10◦ for
β = 80◦, 30◦  θ  −30◦ for β = 60◦, and 45◦  θ  −45◦
for β = 45◦. These limits (marked with vertical dashed lines
in Fig. 5) are not strictly fulfilled in the experimental distri-
butions, an issue that we attribute to the role of friction which
allows the existence of defects (small deviations from arch
convexity). Nevertheless, the presence of cutoffs in the pdf(θ )
at values of θ that decrease when β increases, supports the
validity of the proposed idea. In principle, the flat bottom
silo should not lead to any restriction in the values of θ , but
the angle of repose of the stagnant region that spontaneously
develops within the silo, might be behind the cutoffs appear-
ing at around θ = ±60◦. According to this speculation, the
angle of the stagnant region should be around 30◦.
Once we have understood the origin of the restriction of
θ imposed by the hopper boundaries, we proceed to connect
this feature with the ones reported in Figs. 2–4. Clearly,
for a β = 80◦ hopper, the restriction of 10◦  θi  −10◦
implies that the only arches that can develop are practically
flat. Indeed, the allowed arch spans (l) can be calculated for
the hypothetical case of frictionless particles. For example,
arches of three particles can only have a span ranging from
(1 + 2cos(10◦))d (corresponding to an arch with θ1 = 10◦ and
θ2 = −10◦) to 3d (corresponding to an arch with θ1 = θ2 =
0◦). The span range allowed for all cases can be generalized
in terms of the number of particles in the arch n and the hopper
angle β as
(1 + (n − 1) cos(90◦ − β ))d  l < nd. (2)
The arch span intervals given by Eq. (2) are shown as
shaded regions in Fig. 6. Note that for a flat-bottom silo all
spans are possible whereas for the β = 80◦ hopper, the spans
allowed are confined to small regions near integer numbers.
Although this reasoning is only valid for a frictionless case,
the experimental distributions of spans reported in Fig. 6 for
β = 80◦ reveal a nice agreement (yet, because of friction,
the pdf’s extend slightly beyond the shaded regions). When
the hopper angle decreases, the ‘quantization’ of the spans
weakens as the peaks (and shadowed regions) widen. Finally,
for the flat-bottom silo, only some peaks at l/d = 2 and
l/d = 3 are visible for small outlet sizes, a behavior that has
been attributed to the different probability at which particle
arrangements can take place for the case of two and three
particles arches [18,28,31].
Therefore, from the results of Fig. 6 we can conclude that
the geometrical restriction imposed by the hopper inclination
in the angles between particles, leads to a reduction of the
allowed arch spans that become almost discrete for very
inclined hoppers. Clearly, this is the reason behind the step-
like shape of the avalanche size dependence on the outlet size
reported in Fig. 2. Let us illustrate this with an example for
the β = 80◦ hopper case. Due to the span restriction obtained
from Eq. (2), when D/d ≈ 3.3 (as in the right picture of
Fig. 1) arches cannot form at the lowest part of the hopper,
because they would require the existence of θ values out of the
range 10◦  θ  −10◦. Indeed, the only position within the
hopper at which four-particles’ arches can develop is where
the neck length is almost 4 mm. And this happens for the
whole range 3 < D/d  4, over which exactly the same kind
of arches would develop independently on the value of D/d .
As a result, we have a probability of forming a clogging arch
of four particles that remains almost constant for 3 < D/d 
4. Of course, for this range of aperture sizes, it is also possible
(but more unlikely) to have an arch of five particles that must
necessarily develop upwards within the hopper, at a height that
corresponds to a neck length of almost 5d .
The counterpart of the β = 80◦ hopper case is the flat-
bottom silo. There, particles within the arches have not re-
striction of angles imposed by the walls. Hence, apart from
the flat arches found for β = 80◦, many other shapes are
possible. Indeed, it was previously shown that semicircular
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FIG. 6. Probability density functions of the arch spans l . Experimental results are presented for different hopper angles and outlet sizes
as indicated in legends. The shadowed regions in each plot correspond to the only arch spans that would be possible for frictionless grains
according to Eq. (2).
arches are predominant in a flat-bottom silo [28]. As a result,
the probability that the flat-bottom silo gets clogged is the
combination of many different probabilities of forming arches
composed of different number of particles, and with a variety
of shapes [31,32]. Therefore, the probability of clogging
reduces smoothly with D/d (without sudden jumps) and the
mean avalanche size grows in the same manner.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have reported a new feature of clogging
that has come to light by working with hoppers of different
angles. In particular, we have discovered that the hopper
walls introduce a geometrical restriction for the arches that
can develop at the orifice. For very large hopper angles only
flat arches are stable, an instance that has two important
consequences:
(i) Clogging probability decreases when increasing the
hopper angle as the number of allowed stable arches is
reduced. This feature is especially visible for large outlet
sizes where we have seen that the avalanche size increases in
almost three orders of magnitude when comparing a β = 80◦
hopper with a flat bottomed silo. This behavior could also
occur (perhaps to a lesser extent) in other systems of discrete
particles flowing through a constriction (such as pedestrian,
colloidal or active particles); therefore, our finding might be
of practical importance as it could be implemented to reduce
clogging in a wide variety of situations.
(ii) The dependence of clogging probability (or avalanche
size) with the outlet size becomes discretized for very large
hopper angles. As the only geometrically stable arches in a
β = 80◦ hopper are almost flat, there is a strong restriction
in the allowed arch spans: only those values slightly below
an integer number are possible. Therefore, the probability of
clogging obtained with an outlet of D/d = 3.1 is similar than
the one reached for D/d = 3.9.
The results reported in this work also show, in an indirect
way, the relevance that the inter-particle friction has in the
process of clogging; an effect which is enhanced as the hopper
angle increases. This is reflected by the proportion of vector-
angles (θ ) among consecutive particles that do not fulfill the
stability criteria for frictionless grains [as given in Eq. (1)]
which is around 3%, 6%, and 33% for β = 45◦, β = 60◦,
and β = 80◦, respectively. Indeed, we hypothesize that grains
with an extremely high friction would minimize (or even
suppress) the stepwise property of the avalanches, since it
could suppress the stability criterion on the angle (as it already
happened with v-shaped grooves in the seminal work of To
et al. [12]).
Finally, let us mention that some of the reported findings—
such as the step-like shape of the avalanche size versus D/d—
could appear (or be magnified) due to the monodisperse
nature of the granular sample. Indeed, the possible arch spans
given by Eq. (2) for a polydisperse sample would be less
restrictive than in the monodisperse case, as d takes many
different values (and not only one). Nevertheless, we still
expect that hopper geometries lead to clogging reduction for a
polydisperse sample as the restriction imposed by the hopper
in the angles between particles holds in this case. Also, other
features such as the extrapolation to a three-dimensional case,
or the effect of the particles’ dynamics [33] (which could
slightly vary in the range of 3 < D/d  4 leading to changes
in the mean avalanche size) should be studied in the future.
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